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ELLIPTIC POINTS IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL HARMONIC SPACES 
Josef KRAL, Jaroslav LUKES and Ivan NETUKA, Praha 
Introduction. 
Let X be a locally compact space. By a harmonic 
sheaf on X we mean a map #£ assigning to each open 
set U c X a vector space 3£ (over the real num-
ber field) of finite real-valued continuous functions 
(called harmonic functions) on U in such a way that 
( X , X ) represents a harmonic space satisfying the 
axiom*of N. Boboc, C Constantinescu and A. Cornea, [2]. 
Let us recall that an open set U c X is termed re-
gular provided it is relatively compact, its boundary 
d U is non-void and each continuous function £ on 
3 U possesses a unique continuous extension to XL 
( « the closure of U ) whose restriction }i to tl 
is harmonic and, in addition, non-negative on U when-
ever £ 2t 0 on 3 U . Given a regular set U , then 
with each :x e U there is associated a Radon measure 
co w (called harmonic measure) on 3 U 4 which is 
defined by the map co^ * i • Hj: C X ) . Its sup-
port will be denoted by <frfi£ Ct>̂  . We shall say 
that 3£ is elliptic at x $ X (or that x is an 
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elliptic point of the harmonic space C X, 3£.) ) pro-
vided vX possesses a fundamental system of regular 
neighborhoods It such that /»fi£ o>*f m & VL . 
The set of all elliptic points will be denoted by 
E C X, *&€ ) , In general, little can be said about 
E C X f M ) and, actually, E ( X,^C) may be em-
pty as shown by the standard example where X m ft"** 
is the Euclidean Ctrl •*• 1 ) -space and harmonic func-
tions are solutions of the heat equation (cf. H. Bauer 
[1]). The present note centers around the investigation 
of E C X , ¥t ) for the special case when X is a 
1-manifold. The following results will be proved. 
Theorem 1. If dt is a harmonic sheaf on a 1-mani-
fold X j, then E CX, Vt ) is an open set everywhere 
dense in X and each component of E C X , *&€ ) has 
a countable base. 
Suppose now that X is a 1-manifold on which the-
re has been fixed an orientation. This orientation indu-
ces a linear order on each arc C ( = a subspace which 
is homeomorphic with the real line R. ) in X and 
for each .x € C we may thus speak of the left-hand 
component and the right-hand component of C \ ixl de-
noting them by C~ C*) and C* Cx) , respectively. 
We shall denote by F + C X , 3£ ) the set of all x e X 
for which there is an arc C , * € C c X , such 
that />fi£ c*>̂  c C * ( x ) whenever 11 is a 
regular set with «x c 14/ c U c C « Replacing 
C4" C x ) by C~Cx) we define analogously the set 
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F~ (X,*) . 
Theorem 2. F * C X , Vt ) , F~ CX , %t ) are 
separated subsets of X and F * C X , W ) u 
u F - i x , « ) . x \ E cx, ae) . 
Theorem 3* If X is an oriented 1-manifold and 
F * , F" are arbitrary separated subsets of X such 
that £ m X \ C F * u F~) is an everywhere dense open 
set whose components have a countable base each, then 
there is always a harmonic sheaf 2te on X such that 
F + • F + C X , 3 e ) , P" m F~(X9U) and, conse-
quently, £ m £ C X , 36 ) . 
Several related results will also be included and 
the structure of all absorbent sets will be described* 
§ 1. 
This paragraph includes several auxiliary results 
dealing with the case when X is an open interval in 
& . If a, -.» Sir are elements of the extended real line, 
then we use the symbols 
<cu9 b> ) m i x > * e. 1*,a * x -c Mr i , (a,, Mr > -
- » - f x $ . x e H \ o , * - ^ - 6 i > ' > ? , 
<a9Sr> m <Q,,Jtr) u (Q,9&>> , (a,, fry** <o,fMr)n (cu9£r> 
to denote the intervals with end-points a,9 Mr \ If & 
i s a compact se t , then SJ CC4) wi l l denote the space 
of a l l f in i t e real-valued continuous functions on A • 
Throughout th is paragraph we assume that for each open 
set It c X there i s given a vector space X of 
\JL 
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real-valued continuous functions (called harmonic func-
tions) on H such that the following axioms are sa-
tisfied: 
d) Sheaf axiom: If 11̂  c U are open sets, then 
H c 3E,. • ,$ Re*t.. ^ e 3£w 
(where, as usual, Jjv&nl Jh denotes the restric-
tion of H to IL ). If i ̂ ^ # A *s a system 
of open sets and Jh is a function on M « U U- , 
then ,-fv is harmonic on U provided TtjuoZ*. Jh, e 
ux 
e 36 for each A e A 
(II) Basis axiom: Open sets t^at are regular (in the 
sense described in the introduction) form a base for 
the topology of X -
(III) Minimum principle: If < a , ^ > c X i s a com-
pact interval and Jh e ^ ( < a , ^ > ) i s harmo-
nic on (cL,Jlr) 9 then Jh, 2: 0 on < c u 9 ^ > provided 
HCa>) .2. 0 and Jh CAr) 2: 0 . 
(IV) Harmonicity of constants: Constant functions are 
harmonic on X . 
--•*• Hemark. We shall denote by d It and \L the 
boundary and the closure of U c X , respectively. 
Let U be a regular set. According to (IV), the harmo-
nic measure a) # corresponding to x e U is 
a probability measure. Each component of H is also 
A XL 
regular and /vfiz a> * is contained in the boun-
dary of that component of li which contains *X (com-
pare H. Bauer [ll, the proofs of 1.3.4 and 1.5.1)• Con-
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sequently, U i s an interval provided /frfx* a) ^ ** 
ss dll for some x e U . In view of ( I I ) , regular 
intervals form a base for the topology of X , In ac-
cordance with the introduction, we shall say that .x € 
6 X i s an e l l i p t i c point i f x possesses a funda-
mental system of neighborhoods formed by regular inter-
vals I such that t>fi>t o>* m d I , The set 
of a l l e l l i p t i c points wil l be denoted by £ # 
I-2* Lemma* Let < a , Xr> c X be a compact inter-
val, H e <C C <<*,, JZr> ) , Jh, Co,) ** 0, KC8r) m i , 
1*- Ccu9Jlr),'RvbiJhedL .Then there are CL , Jtr' e <a,,4r> 
such that a, m a/ <* Irf & Ar , Ji C <a,, a,' > ) « iOI , 
Jfa C < Jtr, Jlr9 >) m { A } and Jh i s ( s t r i c t ly ) in-
creasing on < QS 9 £r
f> # If, in addition, I i s regu-
lar, then for any »x e I 
(1) A>fvt a>1^ m icu9Sr} ssss> CL -*£ x <. Xr' , 
(2) /vpJb o>^ - t a j ======> cC 5.: x , 
(3) *ft* Q)^ m iXri ===» &>' m\ * . 
Proof. By ( I I I ) , Jh %- 0 on < a , i r > , Assuming 
M, C,x) > *HGy,) for a couple of points x < ty in 
< a , ^ > and defining JH< Ct ) m h,C<y.) - AvCt) for 
t e < ct,/^> ,we obtain an < f o e < £ ( < a , < y ' > ? with 
This contradiction shows that Jh, must be non-decrea-
sing on < a , ^ > . Put Cl! m AHLfvtMf x € < a , ^ > , 
hCx)** 0}, * ' « W t x j * e <a,,Jlr>, Jh C«x) ** 'I J , 
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We are going to show that to i s increasing on 
< aS f Jlr'y. In the opposite case there are c, cL c 
€ Co,', Ar') auch that c <: cL, to C<c9cty) » i «cf . 
Clearly, 0 «z co -< A . Defining to^ Cx) m toCx) 
and . it . Coi) ss cO according as Q/ ** X < cL and 
C < <x .» ^ , respectively, we see that >t, i s a 
continuous on < a,, Ar > and harmonic on Co,, a£ ) u 
u C e , i r ) m ( a , * ) « The relations Ji^CaJas cc feCa) , 
^x,C4r) .« o c A ( ^ ) . Jh>(c)*soc><casz oc to(c) 
contradict (III). 
Suppose now that I is regular and fix an x e I . 
The equalities 
4 * a>l <<o,l) + *>l (<Ar3) f 
to(x) m Jh.(o,)a>l (<a,i) + JtoCJtr) *>l CiSrJ) ** 
m Q>1 CiJtrl) 
yield the implications (1) - (3). 
1*3« Corollary* Let I be a regular interval. If 
there is a continuous increasing function to on I 
such that R.c6t, to, € M9 , then a>i ** d I 
for every # € I . 
Proof. Suppose that there is such a function on 
I ** <o,,Jtry . Iftiltiplying i t by a suitable positive 
factor and subtracting a suitable constant one may c l e -
arly achieve that to Co,) *» 0 9 toCJtr) m 4 f so 
that 1.2 i s applicable. Since cJ » a, and Sr9 m £r 
now, the implications (1) - (3) show that /tvfvt o> * « 
as U . ^ J for any x e 1 . 
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1.4. Corollary. Let M7 a,, Jtr, a\ Jlr
7 have the 
meaning described in 1.2. Then (a?, Jlr9 ) c £ . 
Proof. If x € (a'7 Jtr
9) and J i s an arbit-
rary regular interval with x € J c X c (a/, Jlr9) , 
then, by 1.3, 
frfl/t CJ M m d D 0 
l-5« Proposition. £ ia open and dense in X . 
Proof. Let -x be an arbitrary point in Z and 
fix a regular interval I m (a,, Jlr) with /frffcfc a>* m 
m dl . Further chooae an M e *£«&,&>) with 
Xetotj M, € W , A C a ) -» (3 , /k C4K) » >f . Applying 
1.2 and 1.4 we conclude that x e (<**', <b9) c £ , 
so that £ ia open. According to 1.4, any regular in-
terval contains points of £ • Since regular intervals 
form a baae of X , £ ia dense ia X • 
I*6• Lemma. Let I be an open interval and sup-
pose that a- €. 2€_ ia not constant on I . Then any 
M, m 3£ can be expressed in the form Km oc a, + ft , 
where ot 7 (h a? R 1 are uniquely determined by Jk, . 
Proof. Let M m dt . Choose a •<. Jtr in 1 so 
that a, (a) + 9.C-£r) and define ccf (I e. X by 
the equations 
(4) AC ̂  (a> -*• fi m to, (a,) , 
(5) oc 9̂  CJ0K) + ft m, M, (Mr) . 
Then Jk^ - 0C9. + /3 e 3 ^ and, by (III), jfĉ  a ..#1, 
on (a94r) . Let now * be an arbitrary point in I 
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and choose ^ 9 t^ e 1 auck that 
a < min, Cx, a ) <: /ma*5 Cx ,.-&-) <? ^ • 
According to (IV), (III) we have again q*(%) .# &(<&}) 
and defining <*̂ , fti * &' by the equations 
<S *C%) + A| " - S fa-f ' > 
we conclude as above that 
q, e (^f^f > ===-> <*, 9 * ^ > + /3f - A / y J . 
Letting /M, «• cu and ̂  ar .4" we obtain from (4), (5) 
that a, «- «,/$,-• /9 , so that ot 9- (x ) •*• ft m H (x). 
1.7. Proposition^ A bounded open interval L 4* 0 
is regular if and only if each A e X- is bounded on 
I . 
Proof. Suppose first that I m (a 9 ir) is regular 
and choose an M, e *6({af£rr) which ia harmonic on 1 
and satisfies the boundary conditions At (cu) m 0 , 
M, (Ar) m 4 . Then ty> m Rebt- Jh, is non-constant on 
I , whence 
fHlm{*q,+/iiocffieK
i} . 
Since 9, ia bounded, ao are all elements of 38. 
Suppose now that there is an unbounded 9^ 6 d€ . 
Then ty> is non-constant and each function in 
3£x m <acfy + ft j *,, ft e X
1 I 
is either constant or unbounded. Consequently, I is 
not regular. 
!•&• ken-tta» I»et I ** fa*,^ ) be a regular interval 
and suppose that x e I, **f»*t <a>* » -C ̂  I , if 
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I* » (a*7 tir*) ia any regular interval auch that 
(6) a < aJ* < * < Jlr* < Ar , 
then 
/afii of* * dl* » Ayfit CJ1* - < Xr*l . 
Proof. Suppoae that there ia a regular interval 
1* mm (a*9Jlr*) aatiafying (6) auch that *fi£ cuj » 
" <CL,*1 . Chooae an .A. 6 *€ (<a9£r>) which i8 harmo-
nic on (a,,4r) and aatiafiea the boundary conditiona 
H(a)s* 0}Jh,(£r)sz 4 . Further chooae an Jfv* 6 
e c6(<a*9 Jtr*>) which ia harmonic on I* and 
aatiafiea the boundary conditiona H* (a*) **• 0 , 
h*(Jlr*) m A . In view of 1.2> Axfit o>* ~ < Hr% 
impliea Jh ( < «x, Jb*»\ & < 4? . Similarly* 
M,*« a* ,x>) m <0? , becauae ,4>ftt o> ** *- Co,* i 
Defining <j*Ci)-*0 and 9-Ct) *. A * C t ) according aa 
a *-* t <: «x and a/*<: t *& J0K* , we get a 9̂  c 
e <£ C < a , <-&**> ) which ia harmonic on (a , x ) u 
u (a*, Jlr*)* (a.,Jb^).Th% relatione c^Ca) ** Jh(a>(*sO), 
cydr*) m h(Jb>*)(~ 4) andg-C*) m 0 <L A - H (x ) 
contradict (III). 
By symmetry, the following lemma ia also valid. 
1.9- Lemma. Let Is* (a, £r ) be a regular inter-
val, & € I , and suppose that /*fit o>* m <a1 , Then 
for any regular interval I* m (a*, Jlr*) satisfying 
(6) the following implication holds: 
*p* o>1* # dl* ==» *fi* o1* ** <a*% . 
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1*10. Remark. Let us recall that a cloaed (relative 
to X ) aet A c X ia termed absorbent provided each 
point x € A hae a neighborhood U^ such that 
>frfi-$ o>^ c A for every regular aet V with * c 
€ V c V c U ^ . We ahall denote by F + the set of 
those x € X for which X n <x f + co) is an absor-
bent set. .Replacing < x , + GO ) by C— 00 9 x *> we 
define analogously F~ • 
1*H* Proposition. If :x e X \ F + and ir .> oc , 
then there is an a «< x such that each H e 3& tf%P08" 
sesses an extension ^ e 3K^ ̂  9 TLabt^ &)*& ~ *** # 
Symmetrically, if ,x « X \ F~ , then each func-
tion harmonic in some left-hand neighborhood of .X can 
be harmonically continued across x to the right. 
Proof. Fix x • JC \ F + and tr P» X . Then there 
is a regular interval I » ($,,&*) such that 
0/ -< x < Jbr* <z ir9 /»ftt CJ
1^ *J» \4r*l * 
Choose a Q,* m <€ (< a 9 Sr* >) which is harmo-
nic on (a,jfr*) end satisfies the boundary condition 
£*Co,> « 0, q*C£r*) - 4 . Then 
1*Cx) m q*Co,) a>l Ci«,l) + q*CA>*)<*>liC<8r*D» 
- c*l C<Jtr*i) < A - 9* C&>*) , 
so that 9.* i a not constant on C x f Mr* ) 0 Oiven an 
arbitrary Jh, e 3£,„ - . we have thus by 1.6 
to m ccq^ + (i on CxfAr*) 
for su i tab le oc , (h € Jl* . Defining <^C-t)m ccg^Ct) + fh 
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and <%Ct) & HCt) according aa a, <z t <• <&* an& 
& «£ t <: Jlr , we arrive at a cy e 9£c ^ with 
1*12* Corollary. Let Cc,ci) c X . Then !»• ^ 
c. X \ Cc, cL ) if and only if each Jh e ^ a ^ wi«^ 
ta,«£r) c (c+oL) possesses an extension cy e 3g 
Symmetrically, in order that T~r% ( C7 cL ) s* 0 9 ±t ±& 
necessary and sufficient that each .It- e # 2 ^ £,* with 
Ca9 Sr) c (cf cL) possess an extension cy c ^ c a ^ L ) 
Proof. Suppose that F+n Cc^di) am 0 and let 
lie * ^ ^ . , Co,, Ay) c (a, at) . We are going to 
prove that there is a cy e 3£- ^ % with Xe&t^ & Q< s* 
ss Jfa, , Since this assertion is trivial when a, *= c 
or H is constant Co., ir) ? we shall assume that 
C- < O/ *c J2r J-= ct and /tH ia not constant on ( o , , i r ) 
Let A denote the set of all X e <c,a> for which 
there exists an HA e $6^ ^ with He4>£Ce ̂  h =r jfc, , 
If A < A, are elements of A , then %&*£,- 0% Xvn «-
«r H* by 1.6. This implies that junf A e A and 
1.11 ensures ^tf A -* e • 
Conversely . , suppose that each h, e 'SCjj, A,% with 
(a^ir^c Cc9cL) extends harmonically to the interval 
Cc,J2r) , We fix an arbitrary x e Cc, cL) and are 
going to prove that x e> F"*" .In the opposite case 
there would be a regular interval C a •,.*&") with »x e 
e (a,ir>c < a, £r> c (cfcL) such that 
^ C J ^ ' ^ * *&-.?. Choose an Me «£C<a, *£>->) with 
^ M ^ c * c ^ > ^ C a ) « ^ *<*>- ^ , and let 
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9< e X „y coincide with Jfa on (a,,Jlr) * Than 
<y(<x,£r»** Jh(<x,Jtr» ** <41 
by 1.2. Let now Co^.,4^ ) be an arbitrary regular 
interval contained in Cx, Xr) * Sinca any harmonic 
function q^ €. <&&> & % axtenda harmonically to 
C c, ir ) and 9, ia not conatant on Ccf*tr) , we 
conclude by 1.6 that 
fcj»cC9. + /3-.«c on C a ^ , ^ ) 
for suitable oc, /3 « JL* , We have thus shown that all 
functiona in *&,- ^.s &r« conatant on (au,fy. ) , which 
contradicta the regularity of Co* , Jlr ) , 
1»13. Corollary. If J9v ia harmonic on an open in-
terval J , than H ia monotonous on 3 . If J c 2J 
and Jh- € 3S ia not conatant on J , than Av ia 1-1 on 
J . 
Proof. Suppose that H m <f€0 and Jk> Coc)< HC<y,) for 
a couple of pointa x < nfr in D ** Cc, ct) , I t followa 
from 1.2 that Jh/ ia non-dacraaaing on every interval 
(a,, Jlr) with - f tX,^) c (a,fr) c < a , i r > c J and, 
consequently, also on J . Suppoaa now that J c £ and 
con8ider an arbitrary regular interval (o^/fe ) c Cc,cL) * 
It ia sufficient to show that Jh, ia non-conatant on 
(%,%) . 
In view of our assumptions^ H is non-conatant on 
one at leaat of the intervala C c, Jb^ ) 9 (a^ 7 cL) , For de-
finitenesa, suppose that Jk> ia non-constant on Cc,-fe)-
By 1.12, any fy> e Sf£ <, ^ s axtenda harmonically to 
Ce, Jb^ ) and, in view of 1.6, 93 » <* J* -+• /3 on 
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(a,. f ir.) for suitable ec; (b € K
H . Taking into 
account that (O/^ , ^ ) ia regular we conclude from 
that .^i/ cannot be conatant on. Cai9 ^ ) . 
1.14. Proposition. F4* , F~ are separated sets 
with. ?+ v T" ~ X \ E . 
Proof. Clearly, F + u F " c X \ E , F ^ n F~ - fi . 
Consider now an arbitrary *x c X \ E and f ix a 
regular interval ( a , i r ) c X containing x such 
that 
to,ftr) . „ -
(7) *ft* o M -#* fa,>? , 
Let us distinguish the following two cases: 
(8) tofiX &Cf*} m Ktrl 9 
(9) <*ti>t o 9 *c <a,1 . 
Chooae an M/ e *£ C< a>9Jtr>) which ia harmonic on Caf !r) 
and satisfies the boundary conditions Jh* (a>) m 0 , 
h Or) m 4 # Further define a
9, tr* as in Lemma 1.2. 
Consider first the case (6). Then £r9 & x and we are 
going to prove that < F . , f r ) c F + u J5 . Let n^ e 
e <Jb>\ Jtr> ,ao that ^fit a ) ^ * ' W - i&>% by 1.2. 
If y , 41 E , then there is a neighborhood It^ of ^ 
such that 
(10) *fit Q>£ + dl* 
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for* each regular interval J * aatiafying 
(11) .y c 1* c I* c U ^ n Co, , .^) , 
Ltt V be an arbitrary regular aet with /y, e V c V c 
C U ^ n («i,^) and. denote by I* * Ca*, *•*} the 
component of V containing ^ , so that (11) holds. 
Employing (10), 1.8 and Remark 1.1 we get 
/*fvt o>^ *» /9p% a)* ss Cfc-*! c < tyt + co) , 
BO that /y* e F* . Since dv',^') c £ by 1.4, we 
have thua verified the implication 
(8) =-==-> x * Co/, ̂ ) c £ u F + . 
Using 1.9 in place of 1.8 one concluded by a symmetric 
argument that 
C9) ===$> x e Ca,Jb-') c £ u F~ . 
Thua both F* and F~ are open in F » TC \ £ and 
F c F+ u F~ * 
1-15. ItSiM* C X , 3£ ) satisfies the convergen-
ce axiom of J.L.Doob (see axiom 111 in [1],chap.I, § 1). 
Proof* Consider an arbitrary regular aet U c X 
and fix a component 1 -= (a,ir) of U . Writing e^ 
for the unit point-mass ( = Dirac measure) concentrated 
at x we have for any x « I 
(aee Remark 1.1 above). As shown in 1.2, there are 
a*9 *c &' in <af£r> auch that the function, 
X — > ^ ({&>%) m HCx) 
ia increaaing oa (a,9,*?*) and M (a9 + ) ** 0 , 
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Jh, (.->' - ) ** 1 . 
Thua both <i>* (<&!) and a>x^ ({a,3)** 4 - Jh, (x) 
are positive for * € Ca% Jtr*) . If now £ is a 
numerical ( ~ extended real-valued) function on B VL 
which is integrable ( &>% ) for some x e (a\J^9) 9 
then £ ia necessarily finite on ia9£t}^ 31 and the 
function 
x — > /£<la>" m £(*>) H <*)+£(*) L 4 ~ Jh, (*)] 
is harmonic on I . In particular, if f is integrab-
le C 6>JJ ) for all x in some dense subset of 11 ; 
then £ must be finite on &U (and, consequently, 
integrable C <5J *f ) for all x e Zt ) and the function 
x — * / f d, eo *f 
tX 
is harmonic on li - Thus the equivalent form III" of J. 
L. Boob .'s convergence axiom (see Theorem 1.1.6 in £11) 
has been verified. 
1.16. Remark. It follows from (I),(II) and 1.15 
that (X,2£) satisfies the first three axioms of H. 
Bauer *s axiomatic theory as formulated in L U , chap. I, 
§ 1. The last axiom of this theory, however, is fulfil-
led only locally (see 1.19, 1*20 below). 
If one adopted all axioms of H. Bauer, then in 1.14 
more could be said about F * F~ ; aa shown by the 
following proposition. 
1.17. .Proposition. Suppose, in addition, that 
CJf, *€) satisfies the axiom I? of H. Bauer's axioma-
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tic theory til. Than either T~ ** 0 or F 4 «• # or 
elae F~4» 0 % F 4 and ^op, F~ < ^w^f F 4 . 
A cloaed aet (relative to X ) A c X ia ab-
aorbent if and only if X \ A ** Coc,/3) , where 
either oC + X or elae oc e F~ and,, aimilarly, 
aithar fi t> X or else /S € F 4 . 
Proof. Tha firat part of thi8 aaaertion followa 
from the following reaaoning which was communicated to 
ua by C. Conatantinescu and A. Cornea. If x e F~ and 
ty e F 4 fthen x <-* /y- , becauaa in the oppoaita case 
< ay, x > ** X n < ty, + oo)n(~oo,x> + 0 would be a 
compact abaorbant set, which cannot occur in tha Bauer 
theory. Since F~ , F 4 are cloaed in X by 1.14 and 
1.5 9 we conclude that /#AA% F~ < Jun# F 4 provided 
F~ + 0 #. F4 . 
Let now A ^ X be an abaorbent aet and put 
3 m X \ A - Conaider an arbitrary couple of point a 
«X < ty in B . It followa eaaily from tha definition 
of an abaorbant eat that 
<d<,^> n A » C x , ^ ) n A 
la again an abaorbant aet. Since <x,ty> n A ia 
compact, we conclude that <0(,^> c B ; ao that B 
ia an interval. The reat followa eaaily from tha defi-
nition of P* and F 4 * 
1.18. Remark. A numerical function AJL ia termed 
hyperharmonic on an open eat U c X provided AJU 
ia lower-aemicontinuous and > - oo on U and each 
X c It poaaeaaea a neighborhood 11^ c X auch that 
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whenever V" is a regular aet with x e V c V cr VLX # 
The claaa of all hyperharniQ.aic functions on It is 
denoted by 3? * and +^if ia uaed to denote the 
subclaa8 of all non-negative functions in 3£* 
1.19• Lemma. Every x c X is contained in an 
open interval J c X such- that +%&* separates the 
points of J . 
Proof. Fix # € X and choose an open interval 
J as. Co,, Mr ) containing x with fa9£ri c E such that 
one at least of the sets F" r\ J , F* n J is empty 
(see 1.14 and 1.5)• For definiteness, suppose that 
F" n J ** 0 * Consider an arbitrary couple of points 
afr <, x in J , Let J m (ct^, ̂  ) be a regular 
interval* /̂  <; a. «< <#i <r x , and choose an M, e 3€a 
with JK (a„ + ) » 4 . . Jh, C 4r, - ) » 0 , Put 
n * n 
C « a^ if a. 6 F + , and in the opposite case let 
i n ' 
c « lm* f t ; t e (a, o^ > , F + A ( t ; ^ > « / 1 . 
Further choose a d > 4r such that < i^, d> > c £ # 
According to 1.12 > It, extends to a harmonic function 9, 
on C a 7 a O . By l*13 r 9* i s non-increasing oa ( c , d ) 
and, consequentlyi bounded from below on Cc7 Jtr) .Choo-
se a k, e Jt1 auch that fy ** At + q» i a paaitive 
on C c , J&") , If c > a, , then c 6 F * and we extend 
(fa to Co,, Mr) defining. 9^ Ct ) -» + 00 for 
O/ -^ t -» C # Thus we obtain a ^ € +H3 with 
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--•20- Corollary, Every y e X ia contained in an 
open interval 0 c X auch that C D , Jle*>£ 2t ) (whe-
re Xefrfc. 3% denotes the restriction of Z£ to the 
aystem of open sets contained in J ) ia a harmonic 
apace in the sense of H. Bauer £1], 
Proof« Thia followa from 1.19 and 1.16. 
1.21. Lemma. Suppose that % aatiafiea the axioms 
(II), (III) stated above and, instead of (III) and (IV), 
assume that the following axiom (III*) is fulfilled: 
(III*1) Every x e X ia contained in an open in-
terval ILX c X auch that there is a (strictly) poai-
tive harmonic function on VL^ and, for each compact 
interval 0 c U~ , the following minimum principle is 
satisfied: 
If Jfo e *£ CD) ia harmonic on the interior of 0 
and non-negative on dO , then Jh — 0 on J , 
If, moreover, X m £ , then, any Jh e 3£x vaniahes 
identically on X provided { i K j o c e X . Jv Cx) *** 0 } 
haa an accumulation point in X andr for any interval 
1 C X f each q. e &£. extends to a* uniquely determined 
Proof. It ia easily seen that there ia a sequence 
•X^ € X auch that the correapojidinc intervala XI 
m/ 
(occurring in (III*)) form a coveriUv of X and 
A, 
U IL, ia an interval for etch poaitive integer Jk, . 
Given an open interval I 4* $ , we may clearly assume 
that I n U v 4- 0 0 Fix «n AV and consider 
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liv as H . Since there is a harmonic function 
Jh 5> 0 on It we may introduce the ao-called M -
harmonic functions on It passing by the standard pro-
cedure from ( VL , Kvat^ 3& ) to. (It , **$L ) , where 
*Җ, ш í*/*, . 9 « ҡэ Î 
for each open & c It , Then> as it is well known, re-
gular sets in (H, $£) are just the same as those re-
gular in ( VL ,%MJbt> W ) and> for any regular V , the 
corresponding harmonic measures 2f x and a> x 
in (VL,h3i) and ( It, R^*^ * ) respectively, satis-
fy 
* .*fcC*) * ' 
Hence it follows that the set of all elliptic points of 
( It, ^H ) coincides with, £ r\ VL ** U . Applying 
JL /"V 
1*13 and 1*6 to the harmonic space ( VL , dt ) we obtain 
that there is an increasing Ax -harmonic function <p 
that 
*U, " (ocy + /3) oc, /3 s R 4 } , 
whence 
*^ m iooq>M, + fiJh, oc, ft c X* 3 . 
Consequently, every £ 6 #£u vanishes identically on 
It provided ^ has mora than one zero in It . It is 
also easily seen that any harmonic function defined on 
an interval contained in It extends harmonically to the 
whole of It (cf. 1.12). 
To complete the proof we start with an arbitrary 
a- € Bt and extend it harmonically from. I n VLX to 
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on It such that 
It, 
• I t " * ' 
U v anil tlieit. cnnaecutively r ta L/, U v for any 
Jk< as r2,3;### , Finally we arrive at a % m W% . I t 
ia eas i ly seen that fy ia uniquely determined and g£ -» 
s 9, on 1 , 
§ 2. 
Throughout thia paragraph Jf will denote a one-di-
menaional manifold, i.e. a Hausdorff topological apace 
each point of which haa a neighborhood homeomorphic with 
the real line. K . By a compact arc we mean a set ho-
meomorphic with the interval < 0, A > c K* , by an (open) 
arc we mean a 8et homeomorphic with X, . We ahall aup-
poae that with each open aet Lt c X there ia aasocia-
ted a vector apace 36-^ (over the real number field) 
of continuous real-valued functions (called harmonic func-
tions) auch that the map 3g ; U, — > 2K„ aatisfiea 
the sheaf axiom and the basis axiom (aee (I) and (II) in 
§ 1) as well as the following axiom: 
III* . Each x e X poaseaaaa a neighborhood 11 x 
auch that there ia a (atrictly) positive harmonic func-
tion on U,̂  ami* for each, compact arc C c VL# 9 the 
following form of the minimum principle ia fulfilled: 
If Jfve ^ ( C ) ia non-nagativa, on dC and 
harmonic on the interior of C , then Jh> £ 0 on C # 
2'1* Remark. The above requirements are met if 
( X , 3& ) ia a harmonic apace in the sense of N. Boboc, 
C. Constantinescu and A. Cornea £2] (aee axioma HQ - H^ 
on p. 283 and corollary 1.2 on p. 287). 
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Conver8eIy, for the apecial X conaidered here, the 
axioma (I), (II), III* imply that <X,1C) fulfila 
locally the axioma of H. Bauer and, consequently, 
( X , 92 ) satisfies the axioma H0 - H^ of If. Boboc, C. 
Conatantineecu and A. Cornea. Indeed, using 1.20 one 
concluded easily that each x e X is contained in an 
arc C auch that C C , R&b£„ 3t ) is a harmonic 
apace in the sense of H. Bauer. 
Propoaition 1.5 permit8 ua to prove the following 
theorem announced in the introduction. 
£•2- Theorem. Let E C X, 2C ) denote the 8et of 
all elliptic pointa of < X , H) . Than E C X , 2fc ) ia 
an open denae subset of X and each component of 
£ C X , $C ) has a countable base. 
Proof* In order to prove that E < X, 3£ ) ie open 
and dense in X we shall ahow that each, x e X ia con-
tained in an arc it auch that U n E CX f9C) ia open 
and denae in 11 , Let x e X and chooae an arc U^ m 
« li 9 X po88es8ing the propertied described in III* . 
Since there ia a harmonic function. H > 0 on II , we 
may introduce the harmonic space (11, 26 ) formed hy 
M, -harmonic functions concluding that 
£ C It , 4 & ) - U n E C X , * ) . 
Since constants are H -harmonic on It and It is ho-
meomorphic with an open interval ia B/ we obtain from 
1.5 that E C It, SL ) ia open and denae ia H • 
It remains to verify that each component of E CX, 26) 
has a countable base. Since this is clear if X is com-
pact, we shall now assume that X is non-compact and 
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connected and X - £ (X 9 *& ) . 
Let ua first notice that any harmonic function 9. 
defined on an are IL c X extends to a uniquely de-
termined harmonic function on X , Thia follows easily 
from Lemma 1*21 which guaranteed that for each arc C D 
z> U there ia a uniquely determined harmonic extension 
of y , to C . 
Using thia obaervation we fix an arc li and a 
£ e dCx auch that <fr > 0 on 16 • Put 
H m {* j x c X , <j.Cx) m 0 3 , 
ao that K ia closed and, according to 1.21, has no ac-
cumulation point8 in X . We are going, to prove that H 
ia at moat countable* Fix an xfl € 11 .denote by D any 
of the two components of X \ i x0 ? an<* auppose that 
H A J i8 infinite. For any f € D there ia preci-
aely one compact arc (L, with 6C^m ixo9/y*1 and we 
may define a linear order on D by 
Using the fact that H n C k finite for each y , e D 
one eaaily concludes that there ia a similarity of the 
ordered aet ( H n J , i ) onto, the aet of all poaiti-
ve integers. 
We aee that X \ -H has at moat countably many 
components and it ia sufficient to ahow that each of 
these components haa a countable baae. Let G be an 
arbitrary component of X \ H # Then there ia a posi-
tive harmonic function ^ ( • 1 ^,) on (j and we 
may consider fa -harmonic functiona on (x , Since 
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constants are A, -harmonic and any M, -harmonic func-
tion defined on an arc contained in (j extends (uni-
quely) to an A-harmonic function on G- , we conclude 
that there is an M -harmonic function Jh& on (x which 
is locally 1-1 on 6 (see 1.13). Then fo& maps 6 
homeomorphically onto h>Q CG) c JL and,, consequent-
ly, (j has a countable base. 
2»3. Corollary. If X is a connected 1-manifold and 
C X , % ) aatiaf iea the axioms of the Brelot theory of 
harmonic spaces ([3]> C4J, £5J), then X necessarily 
has a countable base. 
2*4- Notation. Making use of the orientability of 
each component of X we suppose that for each arc C c 
c X there haa been fixed a distinguished homeomorph-
ism Cf i C — * yc ^c ' c R 1
 amh~ that 
9fc ° Of* ^ ~ the comPos*t* °^ <f~c an^- 9^ J 
is an increasing function on each component of 
g> C C r\ C^ ) whenever the area C^ , C^ <z X 
have non-void intersection. 
If C ia an arc and x € C ; then C ~ C x ) and 
C* Cx ) will denote the components of C \ ix i with 
the notation so chosen that <pc CC~Cx)) and 
<pc CC^Cx)) are, respectively, the left-hand and the 
right-hand components of ga, CC) N iqpc (x) i • 
We shall denote by F ~ ( X , W,) the set of those 
X e X for which there ia an arc C m x such that 
*fvt co¥x c CC-X ) whenever Y ia regular and x € 
€ y c 7 c C , The set F * C X , 3£) is defined 
similarly (cf. the introduction). 
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Employing Proposition 1.14 one easily obtains the 
following result. 
2.5. Theorem. F~ C X , Ht) , F* CX, 3C) are dis-
joint closed subsets of X with F~ C X , 3£ ) u 
u F + C X , # ) « X \ £ C X , 3 g ) . 
We are now going to show that the sets X (X,3K), 
F~ C X, 3£) and F* C X, 3£) are completely characte-
rized by the properties described in Theorems 2.2, 2.5. 
2-6- Theorem. Given disjoint closed seta F ~ , F * c 
c X such that £ m X X C T~ u F +) is dense in 
X and each component of £ has a countable base, 
then there is a harmonic sheaf VC on X such that 
F~ - F ~ C X , 3 £ ) , F + - F + C X , * e ) . 
Proof. We may clearly suppose that X ia connect-
ed. Suppose first that X is non-compact* If x, ̂  <* X , 
then there is always an arc C 3 i x, ty 1 and we shall 
define 
X dt «£> if and only if <pc < x ) -6 ̂  C/ĵ ) • 
Since now any two arcs in X intersect in a connected 
set one easily concludes from the properties of <pc that 
this definition makes sense and -£? ia a linear order 
.x) on X such that the intervals { x j ^ - * * ~* x> i 
form a base of the topological space X . 
The system Sf of all componenta of £ m X ^ CT~u F4*) 
splits into four subsystems <&C + 9 - \ VC-,*), *€(+) and 
<€ C~ ) defined as followa: 
x) Here, of course, fy ** * ****** ***** ty =* * and 1* + * 
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*£ C+, - ) is the system of all C e *€ with 
Uuf C €. T* and -fcofv C e F ~ ? ? ( + ) is the sys-
tem of all C e <e with 5 C c F+, « C - , + ) and 
*if C- ) being defined in the same way with the role of 
F * and F ~ interchanged. Note that each C 6 f 
is an arc because it has a countable base. We now asso-
ciate with each C € 1? a function A. defined on X 
c 
in the following manner. 
If C e <£ C— > , we fix a continuous (strictly) 
increasing real-valued function Jh,c on C with 
^ f M,c C C ) -=* 0, /fe-o/t ̂ c CC ) - -*- a? and extend it 
to X letting \ C X \ C ) m i 0 } . 
If C e *€ C + ) f then ^ is a continuous de-
creasing function on C , imf M*c CC) ** 0 , /wtfv 4^ CC) •» 
*» •*• oo,/fkCX\C)a« {Of . (Thus Ji^ need not, in ge-
neral, be continuous at points of & C .) 
If C e <€ C+ , - ) , then Ji-. is a continuous and 
decreasing function on C , iwf iî  C C) * - 00 , 
*w(» JhcCC) m + oo , M,c CX\ C) m i d . 
Finally, if C e ^ C - , + ) and *<̂ f C « * Ce F~), 
*«*fv C -» n^C€ F*") , then we fix a continuous increasing 
function Jh,c on C and. extend it to X defining 
AcC«)«^Cj<) or Hc COL) m H* Cy.) according as x £ 
dk a or ti± dt z, f respectively. 
We shall say that a function At is harmonic on 
an (open) arc Q» if it is continuous and expressible 
in the fora 
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(12) h ** h & Z h-c \ on Q> 9 
where M,?h„ (C e *£) are real constants, jfe. m 0 
for a l l but a f in i t e number of C's in «£ . If It c X 
ia open then the class 3f (of a l l harmonic functions 
on It ) wi l l consist of those functions that are har-
monic on every arc ft c U . 
Consider now any open relat ively compact arc ft 
which ia small enough in the sense that one at least of 
the aetB F~ n ft and F4" n ft ia empty. Suppose, for 
instance, that F+ n 3T m 0 . Let h e 3E- , 
The constants hc ( C a <6 ) occurring in the re-
presentation (12) sat isfy the implication 
hMj(v C e ft —fr hc m 0 
and hc ia constant on ft whenever /*up, C z& imX ft 
or &ULQ, ft dk 4/nf C « We see that constants are the 
only functions harmonic on the whole of ft i f there i s 
no subarc ft c ft with ft^ r\ ? " • 0 and *ujv Q m 
m /bcofi ft , Suppose now that there i s such, an arc Q^ c 
c ft, SXAJJI, ft^ m *LL(I ft , ft^ r\ F" •* 0 , and denote 
b v â that component of £ which contains ft^ • Then 
•very 4t, e # f f l has the form 
(13) Jh m At, + hc hc on ft 
for suitable constants h, hrt and ona concludes ea-
s i l y that ft ia regular i f and only i f Mufv ft € C^ 
or | which i s the same, 
(14) fiufr M ? " • 
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Assuming (14) and noting that Jhu remains constant 
on & \ Cft and increaaea on A A C* we arrive at 
the implications 
x e F"n 0» -==-> c* d *nf C^ ss* ̂ftt c*>£ = {xwf a 5 . 
We see that 
(15) F- c r e x , * ) . 
A similar reasoning yields the inclusion 
(16) F + c F + c x , a e ) . 
Suppose now that x € E and let & be an open relati-
vely compact arc such that x c 0, c 3f c E » Using 
the notation introduced above we have then & c C- % so 
that .%» ia increasing on 2[ # Consequently, & 
is regular and 
^vt o>^ •» SO, . 
We have thus 
(17) E c E t X , * ) 
which together with (15),(16) implies F" » F~ CJC , % ) , 
F* « F * C X , 8& ) . We leave it to the reader to ve-
rify in detail that C X , 7S€ ) satisfies locally the axi-
oma of H. Bauer C13 • 
Let us remark that in the case when F m F~ u F * 
is compact the above construction can be modified so as 
to yield a harmonic sheaf # on the Aleksandrov compac-
tif ication X - » X u * t o o J of X such that 
ECX,*) - E u i ooJ,Fnx,^)»F+,F"CX,5e)-Sr F~ . 
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Indeed, auppoae that F ia compact and non-void ( in-
veatigation of the case F « 0 ia aimple and may 
be l e f t to the reader) and put x,, m JUnA F , x^ -** 
m *Ufl> F , 
C ^ - s f x j x c X j X - * * ^ ? . , C a « - ' C x j X € X , x 5 - < - x J . 
For It c X we leave the definition of 8 L -r VC 
unchanged, as well as the conatruction of Jh,c for 
C B <t V- < £, , CA J , while the definition of A-, , 
JhA will be modified slightly. It ia sufficient to 
c2 
define harmonic functions on aubdomaina *>f C^u iooi u C1 
(in X ) containing co and we aha 11 agree that these 
will be the functions which arise as restrictions of 
functiona harmonic on Dm C^ u { oo\ u C* forming 
the vector space 38- to be defined below* Let us dis-
tinguish the following cases a) - d): 
a) If x. 6 F* and XA € F* then C, e <S (+) and 
making no change in the definition of M* we now ra-
il 
quire that M* be bounded, continuous and decreasing 
%-«f 
on C^ , 
0 • ImA M,c (C^ ) , **tfl/ Jlj, C ^ ) » </ , 
By definit ion f M c #L i f and only i f 
%thAc M - M,0 + M^ M*c on Ĉ  , 
%tvUc M m M,0 + Jk. CI 4- Jij, ) on. Ca , 
Jfc C<») m MM + MM % 
0 <7 ? 
whera Je^ f M^ c X
4 
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b) If X^ € F* and x^ e F4* , then we choose h , c 
as in a) and require that J v be bounded, continu-
ous and increasing on C. . 
0 m AM* Jh^ CCX) , *UAV JH,C CC±) m 4 . 
Now M, will be termed harmonic on D if 
%AbXfl Jh> m M,0+ Jk,^ Jh*c on C^ , 
-Re**c h> m IM^+h-fy A%C on C£ , 
Jh Coo) ~ JkQ + Jk^ , 
where Jtê  , M^ c K* • 
c) If * c F~ and ^ c F" , then C^ c <gC- ) and 
no change is made in the original definition of M* , 
while M,n is chosen in the same way as in the case 
b). Now 3£ will consist of those M, for which 
JU**L it, » Je- •* M,n Ju, on C9 , 
IRW;,, A. « Jhj- + Je^ C4 + ii^ ) on Q, , 
A> C oo) * ^ 4- M2 9 
where Jlt̂  , M,^ €. & . 
d) If x1 c F" and x 2 e F f , then C^ « « C - > and 
C a e <g C+) m Retaining the original definition of Jh* 
and h,fl we term M, harmonic on D provided 
ЯcъŁ, Љ ж M,0 + A^ ^ 
Чj **ң 
« C< > 
ҠгьЪŕ M, ss I t ^ - Лҷ Kfl on C± , 
Лw C ot? ) -» ie^ з > 
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where Jkn , Jk. c % 
We leave it to the reader to verify that this con-
struction turns X as X u i oo\ into a harmonic space 
satisfying locally the axioms of H. Bauer ill with 
E ( I , i ) - E u {col . 
It remains to consider the case when X is com-
pact. We may then fix an #0 € .5 , so that F -= F + u 
u F"c X 0 = X \ 4otl . Now F is compact in the non-
compact space XQ and the above remark may be employed 
to get the desired harmonic sheaf on the Aleksandrov com-
pactif ication X0 u {#0 I «• X # 
2«7» Remark« In general, the set of all elliptic 
points need not be open* This is shown by the following 
example which was communicated to us by C Constantines-
cu and A* Cornea* 
Let X m 3t% F"~ 0, T+- <Qiui^-, m*m 4,!L,...i . 
According to the above theorem, there is a harmonic sheaf 
# on £* such that % iX , Vt) »* X *>> T+ , 
F + C X , U ) m F + , Since X - <0, +co) is an 
absorbent set, one may consider it as a new harmonic spa-
ce whose harmonic functions arise as restrictions to X 
of functions harmonic in X (see C Constantinescu £6J). 
Then 0 ia aa elliptic point of K and the points —• 
C/n, » 4, 2? "< ) tending to 0 are not elliptic. 
2.8. Theorem* A closed set A c X ia absorbent 
if and only if each x € d A is contained in an arc 
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C ** C» c X such that either A Z3 C* Cx ) and 
x c F + ( I , « ) or else A o č~Cx) and x e 
* F ~ C X f « > . 
Proof. This follows easily from 1.17 and the fact 
that C X, dt ) satisfies locally the axióma of H. 
Bauer (see 2.1). 
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